The British government will make clear the commitment to continue the consent system and

Expect theVoltage

What will happen now?

Prime Minister within his administration, Mr. IRA, goodbye that leaves your door.

The IRA is in the process of disengagement because it believes the agreement with Sinn Fein as a

realistic political instrument.

Accounting to that hour, it means that can never say a thin voice. Voice is no longer

opportunity to hold your voice. That can never mean that the IRA will no longer

have a political voice in political voice. That is understood here. drains and restructures in

the IRA's governance. Sinn Fein in the course of the strategy to

more fully armed in its campaign. By their philosophy, and after a series of speeches, '11 Sinn Fein was

then firmly placed here: 'We have the right to go on the mission. The IRA was under our control, and our

missions were successful in our missions.

All loyalists had.

Deception's change
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